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Yahoo! There seems there may be some light at
the end of the tunnel after all. New covid cases are
going down and vaccine second doses are starting to come out at a much better pace. Although
we still have to watch out for variants that could possibly cause a setback. There's hope for us yet. Dr.
Bonnie Henry has relaxed some of the Covid rules
and may do again shortly on June 15th. Bodes well
for possibly more get-togethers in person this summer. I can't wait. How about you?
With that said however we did manage to get a
Covid governed run in for the June 9th meeting and a
nice outdoor evening meeting. Minutes will be sent
out as soon as ready. I think everybody thoroughly
enjoyed it. Story and pictures included in the newsletter here so I need not say more. I think more impromptu runs are in my books and I would think in
others as summer comes. Just LMK and I can blast to
members if you want to plan a run.
And I will mention that the spring has exploded in
car meets these days. June 2 I was at the United Blvd
Tim's/Wendy's in Coquitlam and there were over 200
(Continued on page 3)
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Please welcome the following new members to
the club:
Lorne Lachance from Maple Ridge, ‘68 TR4A,
Mark Allen from Delta,
Chris Taraviras from Vancouver, ‘80 TR8,
David Coe from Surrey, ‘78 Spitfire and ‘81 TR8
Kevin Williams from Port Coquitlam , ‘76 TR6,
Darren Smit from Oliver, ‘59 TR3A,
Dave Venus from North Vancouver, ‘80 TR7,
David Benson and Kim Thompson from Surrey,
76TR6 and
Geoff Moore of Burnaby, ‘68TR250
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President’s Message
make their job a little easier by contributing. We
need everybody to support these newsletters.
cars there. That meetup on Wednesday evenings has
I would also like thank those out there promoting
been going on for years but that is an extraordinary the club and welcome all new members. Memberamount of cars. Pent up anxiousness to get out is
ship is growing this year and as of this writing I do
boiling over so much so that some of that group are believe we are up to 86 or 87. Some being family
(Continued from page 2)

now starting to meet up there Saturday nights also.
Keep it in mind if you are out cruising. And there has
been a number of cars and coffees meetups the last
few months, those also draw large crowds and I
know of numerous other gatherings almost every
night of the week so if you want to get out just ask
me and I'll let you know what I know. May even join
you.
Also in speaking of the newsletter, Jonathan and

memberships would put that number higher. Thank
you to all.
So "Happy motoring everyone".
Sincerely
Charlie Dooley
BCTR President

Bryan are always looking for more articles, stories, or
pictures and info on events you attended. Please

Tim’s on United Boulevard 15th April
Greg Winterbottom and Charlie
Dooley showed up for the gathering
at Tim’s, United Boulevard, on 15th
April. The red Corvette belongs to a
friend of Charlie.
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Spanish Banks 10th April

One of the first Cars and Coffee meetings of
the year was held on 10th April at the beautiful

phen’s TR250s (white and green respectively) and
Gerald’s black TR4. They were joined by the

Spanish Banks location. Members Stephen Palowner of a white TR3A (not a member).
lavicini and Greg Winterbottom drove a good distance from their respective homes to show their
Thanks to Gerald C for the photos.
cars. They were joined by former member Gerald Carlson. The pictures show Greg’s and SteEd.
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Spanish Banks 10th April (cont.)
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Early Week Tour to Harrison Lake 10th May
After weeks of isolation being unable to drive due
to deteriorating eyesight it was great to hear from
Ken Nicoll offering me a trip in his beautiful TR6.
This would be the opportunity for top down driving as the weather was co-operating and my last ride
with him was with his recently acquired hard top,
which certainly enhances its looks.
We left my son’s place in Walnut Grove at 10:00
AM and proceeded through all the lovely Langley
back roads in an easterly direction. I’m still a little
vague as to where we were heading but enjoyed the
route taking in all the new spring blooms, etc. On
arrival at Mission Ken mentioned he should get gas
at the Chevron. Upon arriving there was another
pleasant surprize to see the cars of; Jerry, Lee and
Barry. The cars were as always, remarkably immaculate and it was good to see Lee’s Stag 99% finished.
At Ken’s suggestion that I might like to ride with Lee
for a while I jumped at the chance.
Once more we were off on the familiar road to
Harrison but this time we did not stop for lunch at
the pub but continued up the east side of the road
until we reached Hicks Lake. After the exhilarating
drive on the “built for sports cars” road, we stopped
at a picnic table along the beach at the lake, another
BC beauty spot. Ken had pre-packed our lunch
which included a bottle of my favorite Heineken
beer (what a thoughtful Guy). After a pleasant stay
and chit chat we decided to head for home after a
very enjoyable day.
Thank you again Ken
John Hunt (Mobility Scooter MK1)
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A COVID SURPRISE BIRTHDAY
Joanne and I hosted a
surprise birthday party with a limited
number of guests
(due to COVID) for
John Hunt who
turned 90! Funny
how that is, because
he doesn’t look a day
over 70.
A couple of old time
members joined us; Robin
and Ann Webb and Vito
Donatiello and his partner.
The weather gods were on
our side.
We barbecued salmon,
with a photo of ‘Father John’ and another
decadent
dessert.
John had a sleepover and we served up
kippers and eggs for
breakfast.
Ken Nicoll TR6

Barrie and Jeannette brought over a big batch of
prawns and others contributed appetizers, wine and
flowers.
The dinner was topped off by a fun birthday cake
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(More photos on page 13)
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Cars and Coffee Coquitlam 16th May
I was hoping that I would be able to take the TR5
to this event as the first of the year for me. As luck
would have it I was still waiting for a gasket I had ordered over 10 days before. Fortunately I was able to
catch a ride with co-editor Bryan Wicks (who lives
not too far away) in his TR6. We soon met up with

We managed to hook up with Stephen Pallavicini,
Jerry Goulet and Charlie Dooley. Bruce Yule was
there too with his blue TR6 but we didn't bump into
each other. Apologies to Charlie, I didn't get a picture of his car and to any other club members we
missed. Ed.

Greg Winterbottom and started to make our way
This page clockwise from top left: Bruce Yale’s TR6, general
around the Chapters/Starbucks parking lot in Coquitview of gathering, Datsun 240Z, Datsun 260Z with V8 converlam. There was an excellent turnout of all types of
sion.
cars but the location did not seem to be ideal for the
gathering as there was a lot of bemused shoppers
cruising around looking for a parking space.
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Opposite page clockwise from top left: Greg Winterbottom’s
TR250, former member Bruce Scathard’s TR3A, Kim Trowbridge’s MK2 Jag, Bryan Wicks’s TR6, Jerry Goulet’s TR3A and
Stephen Pallavicini’s TR250.
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Cars and Coffee Coquitlam 16th May (cont.)
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Cars and Coffee Coquitlam 30th May
Another meeting was held at the Pinetree Village complex in Coquitlam on 30th May. A few
of the same club members made the trip and a
few new ones too. Ed.
This page clockwise from top right: Bryan Wicks’s TR6,
former member Bruce Scathard’s TR3A, inknown TR7,
Stephen Pallavicini’s TR250 and Jason Webb’s TR6.
Opposite page top left: Greg Winterbottom’s TR250 and
right Charlie Dooley’s TR8.
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Cars and Coffee Coquitlam 30th May (cont.)

Very First Triumph
In our June 2020 newsletter, we featured the Triumph 10/20, the
very first model of a long line of cars to carry the Triumph name.
In May, member Michael Bayrock posted on the BCTR Facebook
page noting that the very first Triumph 10/20 to roll off the line did
so on the 2nd May 1923, making it 98 years old as of that day.
The Pre-1940 Triumph Motor Club has records of 59 surviving as of
the present. Two of those are noted as having the original body
work
Ed.

BCTR Calendar
Don`t forget to take some photo's of you and your car and send them to bctr.calendar@gmail.com
Nice clear pictures so that when they are blown up for the calendar they do not look pixelated and show off
your pride and joy.
Many thanks, Stay safe. Kind Regards, Hilary
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Glen Valley Regional Park Drive 9th June
somewhat ready to go with a brand new Holley 390
carburetor on it at 6:30 p.m. It worked well enough
to be sufficient to get me to the meeting point and
through the run but it was bucking like crazy. (Note:
as I was writing this he called and said my car is
fixed. The problem was a bad distributor unfortu-

At the May Zoom meeting we discussed the potential first run since the pandemic started during
the June meeting. Fortunately Dr. Bonnie Henry relaxed the rules enough for us in early June to enable
us to allow a small group of 10 people together outdoors. That set the tone for a possible June 9th run.

nate for me had kept the old rebuilt Mallory distributor that was on my old engine. He was able to put
that on and since the car runs better than he's ever
seen it run.)
As you can see from the pictures we had a nice
turnout with 9 cars at the meeting point and yes I

As June 9th approached I checked the weather and it
looked like June 9th was going to be a reasonable
day. So, with that, out went the invitation to members. I figured if we had more than 10 people show
up then we could possibly form two groups. As June
9th approached anticipation grew. However I ended
up having major problems with my car to the point
where I didn't even know if I could make it. Fortu-

did get there at 7. It was quite surprising to see John
Hunt there in his electric scooter. Apparently he

nately I have a guy who is a race car engine builder
that lives a couple of blocks from me and he used to
get my car to Air Care whenever I needed it back
then. The
meeting
time was
scheduled
for 7 p.m.

doesn't live too far away and drove over to meet us.
It's always a pleasure to see John. We all miss him on
the runs. After a nice casual drive around out 96th
Street and
down to
Derby
Reach,
through

and cutting it
close he had
my car
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Ford Langley and
round to
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Glen Valley Regional Park Drive 9th June
I anticipate going forward as we seem to be
recovering from this pandemic that things
will loosen up and we will be able to get
more runs in. I think the club members that
were there are already anticipating next
month's potential run. Thank you to all that
were able to make it out. It was lots of fun.`
Charlie Dooley Pres. TR8
Glen Valley Regional Park we met up with two other cars that had come from the opposite direction
to meet us there. A little bit of hanging around and
some photos and we sat down in a big circle social
distancing to have our monthly meeting. I'm think-

ing everybody enjoyed the Run and I had comments

Opposite page clockwise top left: meet up at cineplex. 9
cars, John Hunt showed up in his TR Escooter, more cars,
4 TR8s Dennis Popowich new red paint job, mine, blue
metallic, new member Chris Taraviras green and new
member last summer Andy Maclean green. This page top
left, members and below their cars.

that it was a great place to congregate.
More photos from John Hunt`s birthday party
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For Sale - Kim Spencer’s TR3A
A little earlier in the year Kim Spencer emailed
members with a message listing several items for
sale. Since then a few items have gone so he has
updated his message here. We don’t get many requests to put “for sale” items in the newsletter
(presumably because we only publish 4 times a year
and the web site is much more immediate) but we
are always happy to do so if members request.
“Hi Jonathan;
Thanks for asking. A BCTR member came by and
relieved me of the free engine block and transmission so now, at least, I am not stepping over them all
the time.
What’s left is a louvred bonnet (bought from that
Moss Motors fellow in Kelowna) and a factory steel
hard top that came with the car. Amongst the pickup truck full of old and new parts that came with the
car there is a plexiglass rear window for it which, I’m
told, is quite hard to find. I don’t recall seeing
mounting hardware or headliner but it wouldn’t surprise me if I had those somewhere.

in good condition but some parts were replaced,
bushings and bearings, etc. That was another $500.
I’d part with it for $1,500.
Most of the other parts could be for sale but I am
not into cataloguing and pricing each one.

I also have white tonneaus (yes, plural) and a lot
of other bits and pieces I could be convinced to part
with.
I think I priced the bonnet and the hard top at
$300 and $500 respectively.
I also have a rebuilt, never used, overdrive transmission, including the almost impossible to find
cockpit switch. The overdrive unit came from that

As I mentioned, I’d let the whole lot go including
Rex - TS38586L - the 1959 TR3A, for a decent price
which, to me, is in the low $45K range.
Expensive? Not if you want a really good TR with
all the bells and whistles.
Why? It’s a thoroughly sorted car. Made so, by a
professional mechanic who makes house calls, Al
Chronheimer. He worked at Octagon Motors for

tow boat fellow in White Rock, Rob Mohr, if I recall. I
paid him $1000 for the overdrive unit. Then I had
the transmission disassembled and checked. It was

many years. I don’t wrench my cars so there are no
bodged repairs to undo on this one.
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(Continued on page 15)
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For Sale (cont.)
ternator, air horns, auxiliary electric fuel pump
and an accessory plug in the cockpit.
I have sourced a complete tool roll of correct
tools both large and small. Plus there’s a Triumph picnic basket and other after market accessories.
Rex wears his Brooklands windscreens but the
OEM windscreen unit goes with him. He has
glossy black powder-coated 48 spoke wheels.
He is a real crowd pleaser. Lots of awards. And,

We started with a very decent car: It came from
California and was then subjected to a rotisserie restoration by a previous owner, Dave Clou. Originally
Primrose Yellow, now he’s glossy black, with black
interior and black wire wheels. Very fetching and
purposeful looking.
Over the last 6 years literally every system has
been thoroughly inspected and brought into good
working order. He does not overheat under any
conditions no matter how hot it is outside. He stops on a dime. The gearbox

he’s reliable. If I had the time and bum for it, I
wouldn’t hesitate to drive him to Calgary.
I’m almost convincing myself not to sell him but
I’ve run out of room in my garages. And, we’re moving so, I’m now short one covered parking space.
Plus, I have 5 collector cars and a Norton. It’s time to
pare down a bit.
I’m thinking about putting Rex and my almost perfect ‘56 Bentley S1 on BAT. But I’d rather sell local.
Why not print this message as my ad? I’ll send
pics.”

snicks lightly from gear to gear. The engine is snarly and sports an aluminum
finned valve cover. His steering is very
direct with little play at least, for a TR,
and his charging system works. As do all
the lights and auxiliary fan.
Thoughtful upgrades include Michelin
XAS radials made with the 1960/70s
tread pattern, oversize rear brake shoes
(DV Aldus in Surrey), Moss upgraded water pump, gear reduction starter and al-
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Feature Member - Greg Winterbottom
Greg Winterbottom has been a very active member of the club for many years and has frequently
helped support the newsletter. In this edition he has
agreed to tell us some of his motoring past.
I am assuming that most people in the group
would be more interested in my car history than my
life story. I grew up in Coquitlam, and a car was your
ticket to fun, freedom, and girls. I was the middle
son of three boys, and there was no way we were
driving Dad’s car, because he needed it to go to
work. So getting your own car at 16 was a challenge,
and the lack of funds dictated my car choices, and
necessity to learn to repair them.
For my first car, I passed on a relative’s 57 Chev
because it was a 4 door, and got a 2 door hard top
54 Dodge. It was a 6 cylinder with 3 speed column
shift, and I painted it metallic blue. Far from the
coolest car in 1968, but I was on the road. Learning
to repair it to keep it on the road was the next thing.
Fortunately, my older brother Keith was the real car
nut of the family. He can fix most anything, and has
been wrenching almost daily for 50 plus

opened. He was inducted into the Greater Vancouver Motorsports Pioneer Society in 2014.
www.gvmps.org. I was just starting a 4 month
around North America driving trip in 1975, when I
met him at the Edmonton Drag Strip. He blew an
engine there, and we entertained everyone in the
pits, when we were able to do an engine swap in just
over an hour between races . That included swapping the head and clutch. The day that I got my driver’s license he let me use his 58 Chev Impala ragtop
for the evening, with a 348 four speed!
From Edmonton we continued our 4 month tour

years now. So, I could take anything
apart, and know I could get help to put it
back together.
Keith got into drag racing in 1969, and
is still at it. His son and granddaughter are
also participating now. He raced from Saskatoon to California/Nevada in the seventies. He was a class winner at the Winternationals from 74 to 76. He was the last
one to run on the Mission track before it
shut down, and the first to run when it re-
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Feature Member - Greg Winterbottom (cont.)

of North America in our truck and camper. We drove
to Nova Scotia, then down the east coast, around the had a little damage to the right front fender, so I
Florida panhandle and the gulf of Mexico, through
learned to do a little body work. It didn’t take too
Mexico City to Acapulco, and back up the west coast. much to get it on the road, and it became our daily
Cheryl and I returned home to no jobs, and a depleted bank account. So we bought ski passes, and collected Employment Insurance for the winter. It
seemed like the right thing to do at the time. So, this
finally leads us to the start of the Triumph saga. I
would like to say that it was a love of Triumph sports
cars that led me them, but the big draw was a low
price. A friend had a 62 black TR4 that had been lan-

driver. It was also cooler, and more fun than any other car that I had owned.
We soon both had jobs, and Cheryl was driving the
TR to VGH regularly. I bought a 4A parts car for $150
in New Westminster, and dad just loved having more
junk in the yard. It had Overdrive, so that went into
the 4, and so did the wood dash. Black Datsun seats
went in as well, that clashed a little with the red inte-

guishing in his Dad’s garage for a while. For about
$300 it was mine, and moved to my Dad’s garage. It

rior. A hard top was also added, and snow tires for
the winter. After a couple years as our daily driver, I
noticed a TR250 in the Buy & Sell for $1200. This
was 1978, so it was only 10 years old, but hadn’t
been well cared for. It was a Surrey Top, with yellow shag carpet, and a little right front damage. I
offered $700 and it was accepted. Drove it home
on a temporary plate, and it wasn’t insured again
until 2001. We sold the TR4 and bought a reliable
Japanese car.
Having the 4A parts car was a big help with the
need of a hood and front cowl. I wasn’t sure
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Feature Member - Greg Winterbottom (cont.)
time they wanted more for a fender than I paid for
the car! However I did end up replacing all of the
fenders, doors, and windshield. By the late 90s, I
finally had a much better garage to work in, and sold
my last motorcycle. That got me more motivated to
finish this project. The brakes obviously had to be all
done. After hand scraping, sanding, and wire brush-

what level to restore this to, and had
never done a restoration before. I
didn’t plan on doing a frame off restoration, although in hindsight I maybe
should have, because I ended up stripping it down to the tub eventually.
For only a 10 year old car, rust had
gotten to enough areas. I had someone replace the rockers, and a piece
of the driver’s side floor, as well as
repair the back deck around the surrey top. The project got stalled over the years, with
building a sail boat, buying a house, starting a family,
building a house, running marathons, etc. By this

Salem 2018 ATDI

ing all of the frame and tub, it was hand painted and
ready for the body shop. I took it to Rags to Riches,
that was in New Westminster then, and they did a
great job. Back home, and put all the interior and
exterior trim on. I didn’t do much with the mechanical, and was surprised that after sitting for 20 years
it fired up quite easily. Original electrics, and everything worked, so no more slandering Lucas. Back on
the road! Cheryl always wondered if we could put a
car seat in the rear space, but by the time I finished
the restoration, the daughters were old enough to
drive it.
(Continued on page 19)
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Feature Member - Greg Winterbottom (cont.)
trips to California for Triumphest/VTR
National meets, countless ATDIs,
Boy’s Runs and day runs. It has been
one of my more reliable cars. I put off
joining the BCTR, thinking that I needed a running car to participate. I
should have joined sooner. It has
added a lot to our lives, and lifetime
friends. I have been VP, Treasurer,
and President, and enjoy participating
Mission Vintage Races 2015

Since then there have been
lots of upgrades. Redid the suspension, rebuilt the engine,
added overdrive, and a new
clutch, new dash, seats, and
alloy wheels. I have driven it
about 50,000 miles now, with 2
With brother Keith

and giving back to the club. I would like
to thank all of the people that have
helped me. The 250 is almost 54 years
old now, and I have had it for all but 10
years of that time. It has become part of
my identity, and added a lot of fun to my
life.
Greg TR250
Boys Run
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Your Next Project: How to Find It, Plan It and Tackle It
Thanks to Stephen Pallavicini for sending this article
in from April’s Classic Motorsport. Members contemplating a restoration project may find this very
useful.

that some frank talk will reduce the number of restorations that don’t get completed. All of those ads
selling cars that are 95% complete? Those are unfinished restorations. Each one represents another car
off the road, another car that’s now
worth pennies on the dollar.
Another car that, likely, will never be
made whole again

Setting Attainable Goals
Why are you doing this in the first
place? Because we’re going to level
with you: Restoring a car is likely not
going to make financial sense.
“A lot of guys, in today’s real world,
don’t realize what labor costs,” says
John Kraman, lead commentator for
Photograph Courtesy Ferrari
Mecum’s TV coverage. “These old cars
are unpredictable.”
Story by David Wallens • Photography as Credited
It’s that unknown that can turn a “simple restoration” into so much more. Once you open up a fendRestoring a car sounds almost glamorous, even
er, Kraman observes, you can find rust. And a lot of
noble: You’re going to rescue this old machine and
it. Or a botched repair done decades ago. Or who
make it right. Rescue it from years of neglect and
mismanagement. Together you’re going to tackle
mountain passes, enjoy weekend getaways, and
watch sunsets worthy of a Georgia O’Keeffe
painting. On rainy days, you’ll polish fenders and
pick rocks from the tire treads.
Then the reality of a full restoration sets in. And
by reality we mean the commitment of both money and time. And by money and time, we mean a
lot of both.
That said, the goal of this article is not to reduce
the number of restorations. Rather, our hope is

20

knows what.

Photograph Courtesy Ferrari
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Your Next Project (cont.)
Carl Heideman, owner of Eclectic Motorworks, a
restoration house located in Holland, Michigan, adds
another unpredictable variable to the pile: the quality of the replacement parts.
Bumpers are a good example. Carl says if he and a
customer decide to replace the bumpers rather than

money? Yes. “If it’s a dream car and it’s a keeper,
then it makes less difference,” Mecum’s Kraman
notes. Some people, Carl adds, also just enjoy the
restoration process. There’s the thrill of finding the
car and bring it back to its original glory.

re-chrome the existing ones, three sets of reproductions will be ordered. The hope is that one set–and
maybe after mixing and matching some individual
components–will be good enough to use. Who’s go-

Finding the Right Restoration Project

ing to be responsible for the shop time and the shipping? The customer. (On the plus side, he notes, at
least those reproductions are available.)
Look at the side bar [see end of article - Ed.]
for Paul Dierschow’s advice on paint. It’s not

sitting in our pole barn? Because we can buy a pretty
good driver in the mid-teens.

Not every car is worth saving. There, we said it.
We’ve been practicing what we’re preaching.
Know why we’re not going to restore the T-series

cheap. And this is all before you factor in an
engine rebuild, interior redo and even a new
set of tires.
Bottom line, Carl says to budget six figures
for a full restoration, even on a “simple” car
like an MGB.
Is a full restoration ever worth the time and
Photography Credit: Tim Suddard

We also have an early-’70s MGB sitting around
and, after thinking about it, we’re going to pass
on that one as well. We’d just rather put the
time and money into restoring an earlier, pullhandle car. Both cars would cost about the
same to redo, but one will be worth more at
project’s end.
Let’s talk Jaguar E-Types for a minute. A rough
Series 1 roadster will cost more than a later 2+2
(Continued on page 22)

Photograph Courtesy Eclectic Motorworks
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Your Next Project (cont.)
car, but it will also be worth a lot more after the job.
Some Porsches are worth more than others; same
with Corvettes, Camaros and nearly everything else.
Before falling in love, see what the market holds.

do not provide coverage for restoration projects, as
they are ‘better covered elsewhere.’ A collector insurance policy provides guaranteed value coverage
for the car whether it’s in the shop or on the road.
Hagerty even goes so far as offering the Vehicle Under Construction endorsement, specifically tailored

Transportation and Insurance

to automatically increase a car’s value while it’s being actively restored.”

(Continued from page 21)

You’ve found the right car, sent funds, and need
to move to the next step: retrieval. Here you have
three main options: hire a dedicated hauler, wade
through the brokers, or plan a road trip.
We have been involved with all three. A dedicated
hauler will likely seem like the most expensive option up front, but in our experience the car will be
fetched by someone who will take the time to inspect the car before it goes in the truck–and notice
that we said “truck” and not “overloaded fifthwheel trailer towed by an older pickup.”
Brokers seem to range from reputable to pirates.
With either method, the car will at least have to
roll.
What about a road trip? Do you have the time

Putting Together a Successful Plan
Once we get a project home, we pause for a few.
It’s tempting to tear into things, but first we clean
and document everything.
The cleaning part is easy: Get the thing up in the
air and break out the pressure washer. Release the
critters before rolling the car into the shop. Get rid

and are you up for an adventure? If so, this is all
part of the experience, right?
Another reality: Is your restoration project
properly insured? What if it gets stolen? Or the
building burns down? Or the floodwaters rise?
“While it might be tempting to assume your project vehicle is safe and sound without its own policy
while under restoration, the reality is that it could

of the stinky stuff.
Then photograph everything. The camera on your
phone is likely good enough; use it and go nuts. Photograph subassemblies, casting numbers and any

actually be severely underinsured or not covered at
all,” explains Jonathan Klinger, Hagerty’s vice president of public relations. “Most homeowner policies

and all details. These photos will help you put things
back together, and having those part numbers handy
will help when ordering parts.

22

Photography Credit: David S. Wallens
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Your Next Project (cont.)
If the car is a runner, we’ll drive it for a bit, making
a list of things that need to be addressed. We’ll also
ask ourselves a hard question: Will we truly be happy with this car after all of the work is done? Best to
cut losses earlier rather than later if you’re going to
realize that you don’t fit, aren’t enamored with the
driving experience, or just aren’t really meshing with
the machine. It’s okay to jump ship.
Assuming you’re still in love and ready to start the
restoration, now you can take things apart–but not

in a resealable plastic bag, label the bag, then
put it in the bin. The bin then gets a label on it,
like “Midget Pedal Box” or “Midget Brake Calipers.” Later, we’ll go to each plastic bin to rebuild and restore the components inside. Then
the components will go back into the bin until
it’s time to put them back on the car.
3.We also keep our notebook, camera, service manual and parts catalog handy. Before we put the
parts in a bin, we take pictures of the parts in

too quickly. As usual, Carl Heideman shares a
methodical process to this step:
•Here are the tools we used for disassembly:
patience, shelves, good boxes, plastic
bags, camera, notebook, service manual,
parts catalog and marking pen. Wrenches,
sockets, screwdrivers, and hammers help,
too.
•We’ll first go to our local discount store and
spend about $100 on 25 assorted plastic
bins. Cardboard boxes are free and will
work, but they don’t hold up well over
time or if they get soaked with the various things
that ooze from car parts. We think the extra expense of the reusable plastic bins is worth it. We
like the clear bins because you can easily see
what’s inside them.
1.We start at the front of the car and remove subassemblies one at a time, starting with the stuff
that gets in the way of other stuff. This means
the hood and front fenders come off first so we
can more easily reach the stuff under the hood.
2.As we remove each smaller part, we put it in a
plastic bin. We also put the associated fasteners
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appropriate positions to show details that will be
necessary for reassembly. We check the service
manual to see if its instructions will make sense
in the future. If not, we jot down appropriate
notes in the notebook. Finally, we go to the appropriate section of the catalog and highlight
parts we’ll need to order for the restoration.
Within 4 hours, the car will look half disassembled. At the end of about 20 hours, it will just be a
shell with a shelf full of parts behind it and some
larger parts nearby: engine, gearbox, fenders, doors.
(Continued on page 24)
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Your Next Project (cont.)
(Continued from page 23)

the cosmetics and chassis. Now we have about
$13,000 in the car. It can still use a proper
engine rebuild, we admit, but even after
that we still won’t be close to the cubic dollars needed for a top-flight, Amelia Islandlevel restoration.
Will we recoup our money when selling it?
Maybe. Or maybe not. But, as Carl adds,
either way we’ll still have the experience of
owning, driving and working on the car.
Carl asks an eye-opening rhetorical question: When you spend money for a vacation, a night out or a fine meal, do you expect to make money, or are you there just
to enjoy the experience? Good point, Carl,

At the end of about 40 hours, everything will be organized. We’ll know what parts we need and be
ready to move on to the next step, the actual restoration process.

good point.

The Price of Perfect Paint

Not every car needs to be fully restored to be enjoyed. What about just having a cool, trustworthy

Paul Dierschow’s Sports Car Craftsmen has been
turning out top-flight restorations for decades. Paul
is also a realist: He’ll give a straight answer to a
complex question, even if sounds simple at first. His
answer to the question “What does it really cost to

driver?
Carl Heideman brings up an example. Instead of
spending tens of thousands of dollars fully restoring
an Alfa Spider, what about finding a good, solid car
for, say, less than $10,000? Then add in another
$5000 or so on the mechanicals. “The way you make
money on cars is not how you sell them, but how
you buy them,” he explains.

do a perfect paint job these days?” goes far beyond
a simple price and time commitment.
This is a huge question and it frequently takes me
upward of an hour to answer competently. First, we
don’t do “show quality” paint jobs, because few people can afford them, nor want them. Everybody says
they just want a “driver quality” job–and then will
proceed to pick it to death.

This is more or less what we did ourselves: We
spent $8100 on a 1971 Alfa Spider that was good,
but not perfect. We invested another $5000 or so on

What they really mean, when you decode the
phraseology, is they want an extremely high-quality
job, but they don’t want to pay for it. That’s what we

How about a good driver instead
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Your Next Project (cont.)
have to live with and talk through with every customer. That’s why my number-one job here is to be
an educator.
I’ll cut to the chase and tell you the answer is
something in the $20,000 to $25,000 range for an
ordinary car. A Healey or Jag can double that. I know

er.
6. Parts costs. All the parts that you took off the
car in preparation looked fine in the Before picture,
but will no longer be acceptable after the car is repainted. Easily $1500 to $2000 for a common car.
Plus, whatever was needed to do the metal repairs.

that will blow people away, so I explain it step-bystep because people don’t have a clue about what
things cost and how much work it is. Usually the only
exposure they have to costs might be the ubiquitous

7. Putting the car back together after paint. This is
the biggie, frequently as much as the actual painter
expenses. It takes cubic hours to do right–plan 10
hours for every one hour that it took to take it apart.

Maaco ads that offer to paint any car for $499.
That’s not even in the same universe for so many
reasons.
The bill is going to comprise seven main components:

It takes a full day just to do a pair of MGB or TR6
doors, and we’re damned good at it. Fitment issues,
operational issues, and assembly matters consume
ridiculous amounts of time–100 hours for a B or TR
is not unreasonable and can escalate at every turn.

1. Repairing any kind of previous damage, previous poor repairs, or rust damage. This can range
from a little to a lot.
2. Stripping the car to bare metal to see what
needs to be repaired, make quality repairs, and get
rid of previous poor paint. At least $1000 to $2000.
3. The disassembly of parts to get at the body.
When we paint a car, there are no parts to be

I must emphasize the following: These are old
cars! They have been through the wringer and were
worth nothing at one point. Now you are asking us
to fix all that stuff. What the hell do you expect?
Bottom line is that it takes lots of time to do well and
you do, in fact, get what you pay for if you are dealing with solid, reliable people–that’s the most important part of this whole process.

masked off–doors are shells only, no windshield,
chrome or rubber parts are on the car–it’s just steel.
Probably $1000 for an ordinary car.
4. The amount that actually goes to the painter–
usually $8000 to $10,000 for our level of work, and
it’s almost impossible to find someone who will do it
for that anymore.
5. Cost of materials. Quality materials are exorbitant: $3000 to $4000 per car! Nobody knows that
unless you are in the business. And cheaper materials are not worth using unless you’re painting a trail-
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Old Tires
The question of old tires on cars comes up quite
frequently when dealing with cars such as the ones
members of our club drive. I was therefore very interested to see the following article in a recent G&M under Lou’s Garage section.

also found that a tire sitting in storage for three years
performed no differently from a brand-new tire.
Therefore, the more crucial date is the in-service
date – the date it is inflated and installed on the vehicle. That is when the tire starts its usable life enduring potholes, extreme braking situations and intense

Are car tires really garbage after six years?
We had a beautiful 1990 Alfa Romeo Spider in for
its spring service recently. It sported a set of tires
that looked relatively new, but they were actually 12
years old, according to their manufacturer dates. So
the question that day was: How do I advise this customer? Do we really have to throw out this set of
perfectly good-looking tires?
I’ve heard it over and over again. “A tire is garbage

summer heat. The campaign is aimed at focusing less
on tire dating and more on proper tire and auto
maintenance, such as proper inflation and regular
vehicle suspension and alignment inspections. More
often than not, it is one of these factors that causes
poorer-than-expected tread life. Therefore, spend
less time worrying about what the tire date actually
is when you’re purchasing. Michelin also recommends that tires that have been installed on a vehicle

six years after its manufacturer date.” But is it true?
Many times, a vehicle comes in with dated tires, yet
they look decent. We always closely examine the tire
for any damage, dry rot and UV cracks. We recommend discarding when they’re visibly worn or
cracked, but I’ve always been skeptical about this sixyear rule.
My research led me to a Michelin “Tyres Are Not

should be removed from service once they are ten
years old. This recommendation is more of a precaution, however, and not based on any actual technical
study.
In the case of the Alfa Romeo, we decided to replace the tires. The owner of the car complained the
tires were very hard, not pliable, squealed excessively around corners and were very poor in the rain.

Bananas” campaign from 2017 (reproduced on the
next page). Obviously, the spelling of the word tyre
indicates that this was not a North American campaign, but it’s still valid. The general takeaway from
this campaign is that tires are not like fruit, which
quickly expires. Tires that are stored pre-installation
are not subject to the same loads, inflation and temperature fluctuations of tires currently in use. Michel-

These are the types of issues I look out for when considering whether to discard tires that otherwise appear fine. Tires that exhibit these driving characteristics will see noticeably less traction in adverse weather conditions, so replace at the earliest opportunity.
It is truly a case-by-case situation, with no one single rule or law covering tire dating and lifespan. Common sense is really the biggest factor here. When in

in quotes a study from Saudi Arabia showing that a
tire used for one year has the same age characteristics as a tire sitting in storage for 10 years. This study

doubt, replace. However, living with a tire that is older than six years is possible under the right conditions.
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Old Tires (cont.)
MICHELIN TYRES
ARE NOT BANANAS!
STUDIES SHOW SAME PERFORMANCE BETWEEN RECENTLY PRODUCED TYRES AND TYRES PRODUCED 3
YEARS AGO*

What does DOT mean and where can you find it on the tyre?
Department of Transportation (DOT) safety code is your tyre’s
identification number, carrying the tyre manufacturing date. It
has twelve characters. The ninth and tenth characters indicate
the week the tyre was manufactured. The final two characters
signify the year the tyre was manufactured.

How does a recently produced Michelin tyre and a 3 year old Michelin tyre
have the same performance?
There is widespread misunderstanding of how tyres age.
• The rubber compounds used in Michelin tyres contain anti-oxidising
chemicals that slow down tyre ageing significantly.
• While in storage (pre-installation), a tyre is not inflated, unloaded and
subjected to only minor temperature fluctuations of the storage facility.
• This means that the Michelin tyre is as good as new when installed on a
vehicle.
• Hence the most important date for you is not the manufacturing date,
but the date of installation.
• This is why Michelin tyre warranty is applicable for 3 years from the date
of purchase of the tyre, or the end of tyre life whichever comes first.

What should I consider when choosing a tyre?
Tyres are the only contact between your car and the road, so
choose wisely. Do inform your tyre dealer about the road conditions you drive in. Michelin tyres cover all your driving needs
so you don’t have to compromise between long life, grip, fuel
saving or comfort.
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Austin Overboard!
ince and other parts of
the world
In fact, as writer Alyn
Edwards explained in
the Vancouver Sun
several years ago, the
Austin A40 became
Britain’s leading export, earning $70 million in its first four
years of production.
Sales in B.C. alone—
through 40 Austin
dealerships—totaled
$15 million in those
Many thanks to Bob Norquay for sending this article
from a 2018 Hagerty publication. The original article
with a few more photos and some reader comments
can be see at www.hagerty.com/media/automotivehistory/austin-overboard/

Austin overboard! When 22 cars were
dumped into Vancouver’s English Bay
The British-built Austin A40 made quite a splash in
Vancouver, British Columbia, in 1952. Twenty-two
splashes, in fact. Right into English Bay. On purpose.
Beginning in 1932, Vancouver auto dealer Fred
Deeley served as the official distributor of Austin
Motor Cars, and the partnership was so valuable
that, at Deeley’s urging, Austin began building a lefthand-drive model for export in 1948. The small, four

first four years.
Unfortunately, Deeley’s wild Austin ride was
about to hit a bit of a speed bump. On April 28,
1952, the Dutch ship Dongedyk, carrying 50 Austin
A40 cars and light trucks, caught fire in Vancouver’s
harbor. A fireboat showered salt water onto the
freighter, which extinguished the flames but also
damaged a number of vehicles that had otherwise
escaped the fire unscathed.

-cylinder Austin A40 was offered in several forms—
coupe, pickup truck, van, even an ambulance—and it
proved to be popular in the western Canadian prov-
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Austin Overboard! (cont.)
snag a free Austin or two that they ought
to consider the consequences. “The legal
situation is ticklish. The cars have paid no
duty…and ownership is still vested with the
company that had them dunked.”
The warning apparently worked. “To my

Several days later, the Vancouver Sun reported
that Austin execs had decided to dump the fire- and
water-damaged cars “into Burrard Inlet, somewhere
near English Bay.” An Austin spokesman told the
Sun, “We don’t want anyone to have any doubt in
his mind when he buys a car. We are making sure no
one claims his car is acting up because it was damaged in the fire.”
So on May 9, under the supervision of a cus-

knowledge, the Austins have never been
disturbed,” says Edwards, who is now a
partner with the Vancouver-based public
relations firm Peak Communicators Ltd.
As a longtime newspaper reporter, Edwards has heard some interesting tales
over the years, none quite as memorable
as the day that 22 Austins met their fate in English
Bay. “I’ve written hundreds of stories about classic
cars, but this one is the most unique,” he says.
“Could you imagine if an auto manufacturer did that
now?”

toms official, 22 damaged A40s—stripped of
their tires and batteries—were loaded onto a
barge, towed to the entrance of Howe Sound,
pulled one by one into the water by cables
linked to a tugboat, and were sunk to their watery grave. (Robert O. Bentley photographed
the disposal; his images are part of the Dominion Photo Studio collection in the Vancouver
Public Library.)
After a tugboat crew was seen dragging the
bottom of English Bay, the Sun published a follow-up story warning anyone who hoped to
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April Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meeting
April 22, 2021 Minutes
President's Report

•

Dale and Hilary called the meeting to order at 7:35 pm. 19 members present

Minutes

•

March 10th meeting minutes accepted. Accepted by Norm C and seconded by Greg W

Treasurer’s Report

•

Keith Sparkes indicated that there is over
in bank account; there was a discussion
about different ways to get more interest. Appears no benefit to do this.

Editor’s Report

•

Bryan Wicks thanked Jonathan for producing the majority of the last edition. Please send articles and photographs of events

Regalia

•

Keith Sparkes indicated we cannot provide this service by Zoom

Membership

•

Ken updated the roster to 84 paid up members. No new members present.

Correspondence

•

Jerry forwarded all the recent correspondence to the appropriate members.

Past Events

•

Greg attended a drive to Spanish Banks and there were few other triumphs

•

Brian spoke of his TR3 loaded on to a flat deck for a TV program

•
•

Cars and coffee at Garry Point Richmond/Steveston on April 25
Charlie mentioned that on Tuesdays at the POCO A&W and also on Wednesdays at the
United Boulevard Tim Hortons where various cars meet
Boy’s run maybe organized later this year and will meet all COVID requirements

Future Events
Please refer to BCTR
web site often .

•

•
New Business

Technical

•
•

Greg has seen some TR3A parts which may be available in August by a person moving.

•

Lee had the pleasure of starting a TR4 recently; he did the rebuild 15 years ago

•

B Puffer helped Dale get one of his cars running

•

Charlie is having electrical wiring trouble on trying to install a new in tank fuel pump in his restoration project on one of his TR8s. Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Kay may have a 77 Spitfire for sale; she will send information to Jerry to post on website and
Hilary will post on to Facebook
None tonight.

•

Video & internet

Charlie is the informal events coordinator so please forward any events to his attention. Also,
we are looking for a fulltime events coordinator. Please step up.
If possible, we will consider having the June meeting in a park so that members can bring their
cars; Charlie will scout out a venue

•

Meeting adjourned at 8:35 PM. NEXT Meeting: Wednesday, May 12 th 2021
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May Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meeting
May 12, 2021 Minutes
President's Report
Minutes

Charlie called meeting to order at 8:04 pm. Zoom technology delayed the meeting. 16 members
present and new members Andy MacLean and Doug Bower were welcomed
April 22 meeting minutes accepted. Accepted by Doug and seconded by Greg

Treasurer’s Report

Keith Sparkes sent an email stating that there is still some Regalia from ATDI. No change in club
finances. A brief discussion on club insurance and no changes will take place

Editor’s Report

Editors were not present. Please forward articles and photographs of any events

Regalia

Keith Sparkes indicated in email that some is still available

Membership

Ken updated by email the roster to 88 paid up members.

Correspondence

Jerry forwarded all the recent correspondence to the appropriate members; membership inquiries
were put in touch with Charlie

Past Events

Charlie, Greg and Brian spoke of the car and coffee events.

Future Events

Cars and coffee in Coquitlam next week
Charlie mentioned that on Tuesdays at the POCO A&W and also on Wednesdays at the United
Boulevard Tim Hortons where various cars meet
Boy’s run maybe organized later this year and will meet all COVID requirements
KMS may have Friday night car events
ABFM maybe scheduled later this year; please send any events to Charlie

Please refer to BCTR
web site often.

New Business

June meeting may be a drive to a park in Langley but will depend upon COVID regulations
Discussion on obtaining parts from abroad

Technical

Brief discussion on value of the proper spark plugs
Greg updated his seats
Appears the cost of collector plates may be reduced; general discussion on ICBC and collector
plates

Video & internet

None tonight.

Meeting adjourned at 8:45 PM. NEXT Meeting: Wednesday, June 9 th 2021
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From the Editors

Memberships
Memberships

Hello again from Jonathan and Bryan.
As you will note within this newsletter actual
activities in the public are starting to occur. And it
is coming on with a gush. I belong to a number of
car clubs and it is now becoming difficult to choose
which event, with what organization I should
attend. A great position to be in after the lengthily
time of being shut down.
Triumph gatherings and runs are starting to feel
normal again. Some people are finding that allowing their cars to sit for well over a year results in
the cars having issues, not that dissimilar to our
aging membership. Not everyone can spring to
action at the snap of fingers. So if you are planning on joining in on an event make sure you do all
the required checks of your car and run it for a pre
-drive before the event, otherwise you might not
make it to the start…!
Thanks to those who have produced articles for
this issue. We really appreciate the photos and
comments. Please keep them coming.
This edition of the newsletter is primarily Jonathan’s good work. So a big thanks to him for his
hard work.
Comments on previously published articles are
also welcome as long as they respectfully worded.
If you do not have access to a computer, we will
gladly retype any hand written items you may wish
to send in. You can hand them to us or to a member of the Executive the at the monthly meetings.
Alternatively, if you call me at 604 771 2795 I can
provide you with a mailing address.
Triumph Heritage is published four times a year
(March, June, September and December) and is
distributed to its members as part of their annual
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Membership dues are $40.00 per year and are due
by December 31st.
Family Memberships
Family memberships are $50 for households that
have two continuously active members. The second
member is entitled to vote at all regular BCTR
meetings.
For membership renewals, contact: BCTR Registrar Ken Nicoll kdntr6@gmail.com

Monthly Meetings
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meetings are normally
held the second Wednesday of the month at the
Cloverdale Fairgrounds, 6188 -176 Street, Surrey
starting at 7:30 pm sharp.
Since the start of restrictions on gatherings and the
temporary closure of the meeting place, club
meetings have been suspended. Please check the
club website frequently for any update on this situation.

dues. Only paid-up members will receive the quarterly publication on a regular basis.
We accept no responsibility for errors or omissions. Opinions expressed are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect those of the BCTR
executive or its membership.
If there is an error in your name or address or you
have moved, please let the editors know. The Club
and the Quarterly Publication will be as good as we
collectively make it and we thank the members who
contribute to making it interesting.
Bryan Wicks co-editor
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Regalia
All items available with BCTR Club or standard Triumph logo. Order from Ellen by email: kesparks@shaw.ca
Aerial Flags

Embroidered Cloth Crests
2 inch diameter
$10

$5

United We Drive Pins 1 3/8” x 3/8”

$3

Long Sleeve Henley
Pocket, tagless back
neck, logo horn
buttons, taped neck
and shoulder seams.

Black or olive $42

Men’s Melton Wool Jacket
Leather sleeves and stand-up collar, rib-knot cuffs
and waist band, snap front closures, full Taffeta lining, inside pocket, with logo. Sizes S—5X
$175

You can order direct from Capricorn One in the UK. They have a wide range of Triumph Auto items. Their
website is www.capricorn1.co.uk. All items for all Triumph cars displayed when you click on “Triumph”

Some Club Cars!
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People that make BC Triumph Registry Tick…..

Executive
President
Vice President
Secretary 1/2
Secretary 2/2
Treasurer
Past President
Membership

Charlie Dooley
Lee Cunningham
Lyle Dickson
Robert Strath
Keith Sparkes
Richard Walker
Ken Nicoll

bctriumph@gmail.com
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
bctriumph@gmail.com
kdntr6@gmail.com

Position Vacant
Ken Nicoll
Jerry Goulet
Vladimir Kuzel
Jonathan Clegg
Bryan Wicks
Ellen Sparkes
Lee Cunningham
Jerry Goulet

kdntr6@gmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com
vkuzel@telus.net
jonathanc5885@gmail.com
bryankwicks@aol.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com

Bryan Wicks
John Finlayson
Brian Thomlinson
Bob McDiarmid
Dave Rodger
Barry Puffer
Lee Cunningham

bwicksTR3@gmail.com
john_finlayson@telus.net
thomlinson2@shaw.ca
rjmcdiarmid@telus.net
rosrodger@gmail.com
bpuffer1@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com

Coordinators
Advertising
Club Archivist
Club Assets
Events
Publication Editors

Regalia
VTR Liaison
Webmaster

Technical Reps
TR2/3/3A/3B
TR4/4A
TR5/250
TR6
TR7/8
Spitfire and GT6
Triumph Other
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Upcoming Events—2020
If you have an event that you think would be of interest to BCTR members and would like to have included
in this list, please contact Vladi Kuzel- vkuzel@telus.net

Due to the uncertainty of the timing and
occurrence of future events, no calendar
has been included in this issue. Please
check the BCTR web site and email notifications regularly for events .

•
•

For more detailed information and future events, check out the BCTR website: http://
www.bctriumphregistry.com/
All dates are subject to change. The information has been gathered from outside sources and we take no
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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Looking Back
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